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a b s t r a c t

Disaster response systems are designed to facilitate decision-making based on large amounts of

heterogeneous geographic information. Most geographic information systems (GISs) use relational

databases to manipulate information efficiently. However, they suffer from interoperability issues

because they need to expend significant effort mapping heterogeneous geographic information, which

may have complicated structures, into relational data models, and vice versa. Geography Markup

Language (GML) is regarded as a standard for expressing, storing, and exchanging geospatial data, and

has been applied to help solve interoperability problems. Interestingly, no GIS has been built on native

XML/GML technologies so far. There are two possible reasons for this: current XML processors are

incapable of processing geospatial information, and they are inefficient in manipulating large XML

documents. In this paper, we resolve these two difficulties and move forward to realizing GML-native

web-based geographic information systems.

& 2009 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction

People living in Taiwan are always under threat from natural
disasters, such as typhoons, earthquakes, landslides, and floods.
Typhoons, for example, often bring huge amounts of rain and
cause severe floods and landslides. These natural hazards
demonstrate the need for efficient disaster response systems.
Such systems are data-intensive and time-sensitive with intoler-
ance of delays in decision-making and response operations. In
addition, the systems need to exchange and process heteroge-
neous data among multiple government departments and
institutes. Efficiency and interoperability are thus crucial con-
cerns. Geospatial information systems (GISs) have played key
roles in emergency response operations (Mansouriana et al.,
2006). Current GISs address the performance issue, but they pay
relatively less attention to the interoperability issue. Hence, it
emerges the need to utilize appropriate technologies to resolve
these issues and develop robust GISs (Lu et al., 2007).

To manipulate large volumes of geographic information
efficiently, many GISs1 use relational database management
ll rights reserved.
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xtensions, such as MySQL/
systems (RDBMSs) with geospatial extensions (Corcoles and
Gonzalez, 2002). Taking advantage of mature indexing techniques,
DB-driven GISs are able to retrieve geographic information
efficiently. Many GISs have supported eXtensible Markup
Language (XML) (Bray et al., 2006) and Geography Markup Language
(GML) (Cox et al., 2003) for importing and exporting information.
Nevertheless, the interoperability issue still arises because GIS
and DBMS software providers normally use their own relational
schemes and file formats. One system may not understand the
data generated by another, so it cannot reuse the data directly.
This also results in some delays in transforming data formats.
Another difficulty DB-driven GISs encounter is to express and
manipulate structural information in relational data models (Zhu
et al., 2007). Real world phenomena are naturally complicated,
and relational data models often fail to convey the real structures
of geographic features. Moreover, in order to support domain
knowledge or improve the discovery of information, applications
may want to organize geographic information to comply with
some geographic categorization systems or ontologies, which may
also possess complicated structures (Raskin and Pan, 2005). For
example, there are over 50 relational tables in the relational data
model of Alexandria Digital Library Gazetteer,2 a distributed
digital library with collections of geo-referenced materials. It
would require a significant effort to import/export and maintain
2 http://www.alexandria.ucsb.edu/gazetteer/ContentStandard/dbmodel/
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information in such a complicated data model. The above
disadvantages create barriers to developing GISs and disaster
response systems.

GML, on the other hand, is more flexible and natural in
expressing geographic information; hence it has rapidly emerged
as an open standard for modeling, transporting, and storing
such information. GML encodes geospatial as well as non-
geospatial information in XML. Thus, GISs using GML technologies
are able to alleviate the interoperability problem (Shekhar et al.,
2001). It is also natural and easier to manipulate geographic
information in GML documents directly, rather than importing
the information into DBMSs. Furthermore, as the Web is a
popular medium for information exchange now, the need to
exchange geographic information seamlessly over the Web also
arises. Open Geospatial Consortium’s (OGC) Web Processing
Service (WPS) (Schut, 2007) defines a standardized interface that
facilitates the publishing of geospatial processes, and the
discovery of and binding to those processes by clients. It is
expected that, by using XML/GML technologies rather than DB
technologies as the core of GISs, the GISs will be better able to
support such standards.

In fact, XML/GML technologies have been used to develop
GML-native processors, like GQuery (Boucelma and Colonna,
2004), which has been applied to a geographic mediation system
(Essid et al., 2004). Unfortunately, generic XML processors,
including GQuery, are unable to process large documents
efficiently. This is an inherent weakness of generic XML
processors. Interestingly, the GML specification (Cox et al., 2003)
does not address the performance issue. This might imply that
GML is not designed for use in performance-sensitive or online
applications. Our goal in this paper is to enhance the performance
of the XML-based processors in order to realize practical
GML-based Web GISs.

We briefly review two XML processing models: the Document
Object Model (DOM) (Hors et al., 2004) and a streaming model,
namely Simple API for XML (SAX3). Most standard XML proces-
sors, such as XPath (Clark and DeRos, 1999) and XQuery (Boag
et al., 2007), use DOM (a tree structure) to represent XML
documents in the memory. DOM typically needs an internal
memory space that is five times the size of the external
documents. It is also a time consuming task to build a DOM tree
for a large document. In contrast, the streaming model views an
XML document as a data stream. A streaming parser scans a
document and triggers corresponding events while XML elements
are visited. The main advantage of using a streaming processing
model is that it consumes a small amount of memory space.
However, unlike DOM, a streaming model cannot access docu-
ments randomly and cannot be used for evaluating user queries
directly. To sum up, standard XML processing models are
insufficient for manipulating large documents, which are common
in GISs. Therefore, to realize practical GML-based Web GISs, this
performance issue must be addressed.

In this paper, we develop GML-based Web GISs, in which
geographic information is stored and manipulated in GML. We
now briefly summarize this work and our previous effort toward
our goal. We have introduced an XML prefilter (Huang et al.,
2005), and applied it to an XQuery processor to support geospatial
information processing (Huang et al., 2006a). In this work, the
XML prefilter has been extended in the following areas. We model
the efficiency of the XML prefilter. The model guides us to
optimize the prefilter. Another improvement is that we develop an
efficient index engine so that the prefilter can manage indexes
better.
3 http://www.saxproject.org/
We summarize our contributions to the GIS field as follows.
�
 Our work shows that it is possible to use XML/GML as the core
technologies in developing GML-based Web GISs. To the best of
our knowledge, this is the first work that addresses and
realizes GML-based Web GISs.

�
 We develop two GML-native processors by adapting, respec-

tively, a streaming-based XML parser and an XQuery processor
to support the processing of geospatial information.

�
 We present an XML/GML prefilter, a tiny indexing and search

engine, used to increase the performance of generic XML/GML
processors, and apply it to improve the performance of the
GML-native processors.

�
 We have successfully developed a GML-based Web GIS

prototype by replacing the database component of a DB-driven
Web GIS prototype with the enhanced GML processors.

�
 We conduct intensive experiments on the performance of the

prefilter and the GML-native processors. The results show that
the prefilter improves the performance of GML-native proces-
sors by two to tenfold. We also observe that the GML-based
Web GIS performs as well as the DB-driven approach on most
queries.

�
 We propose two optimization mechanisms, namely simplify-

ing queries and caching intermediate results, for the prefilter.
By enabling the mechanisms, the enhanced GML-based Web
GIS is able to outperform the DB-driven Web GIS.

�
 We provide the source code of software packages mentioned

in the paper for public access.4 Users just need to download
the GML-native processors and prepare GML documents
to test and realize a simple GML-based Web GIS. They can
also use the APIs of the prefilter to enhance their XML-based
processors.

2. GML data models and queries

GML is based on XML and is used to encode geospatial
information. GML version 3 provides several objects for describing
geography, including features, coordinate reference systems,
geometry, topology, time, units of measure, and generalized
values (Cox et al., 2003). Applications can extend or restrict these
GML objects to fit their requirements. In this paper, we focus on a
data model of geographic features.

As defined in the GML specification, a geographic feature is ‘‘an

abstraction of a real world phenomenon; it is a geographic feature if

it is associated with a location relative to the Earth.’’ A feature may
have a set of properties that present its states. Each property is
represented as a triple of name, type, value. Naturally, GML uses a
hierarchical structure to express geographic features. Specifically,
a set of features is aggregated as a feature collection, which can
also be viewed as a feature. A geographic data model is a
collection of geographic features, feature types, and general
integrity constraints.

2.1. GML instance

Fig. 1 shows a fragment of a GML instance comprising several
types of geographic features, such as rivers and roads, of a small
island, called Lanyu. Each geographic feature is enclosed by a
FootPrint element with an id attribute. A FootPrint is followed by a
boundedBy element that contains two points (minX, minY) and
(maxX, maxY) in a feature’s geometry. The boundedBy elements
are used to aid to accelerate query processes. We explain this
4 http://www.iis.sinica.edu.tw/�jashing/prefiltering/
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Fig. 1. A GML instance: Lanyu map data.
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point in the next subsection. The ancestor nodes of a feature are
its feature types. For example, the geographic feature of the Lanyu

River is a River type, which is a sub-class of the Hydrology class.
The descendant nodes of a feature describe its details, such as the
length of the Lanyu River, which is 1603 m. For the sake of
simplicity, we do not discuss some technical details of GML, such
as namespaces, schema, and the spatial reference system in our
instances. As a result, it is easier to test and understand our GML
instances (see Figs. 1 and 2) and their corresponding XQuery
expressions (see Fig. 3) in the next subsection. Our software
implementations do partially support the GML specification.

2.2. Querying GML documents by XPath

We briefly describe four types of queries that are used in our
GML-based GIS.
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Fig. 2. A GML instance: Lanyu flood data.
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Structural constraints are specified by XPath (Clark and DeRos,
1999) expressions. This type of constraints are used to select a
feature class, i.e., a ‘‘layer’’, of a map. For example,

/Lanyu/Hydrology/HydrologyMembers/Rivers/Riv-

ersMembers/FootPrint

selects the footprints of all rivers in the Rivers layer. Note that the
XPath axes ‘‘/’’ and ‘‘//’’, respectively, select the child and
descendant-or-self elements that are of a certain type. More
XPath axes are detailed in Clark and DeRos (1999).

Predicate constraints are specified by the predicates of XPath
steps, and are normally used to select a specific feature. For
example,

//FootPrint[@id ¼ ‘‘6’’]

selects the geographic feature whose id attribute is 6. This query
would select the feature Lanyu River in the GML instance shown in
Fig. 1.

BoundedBy constraints are specified by two points of a rectangle
(also called a viewbox). Geographic features located entirely or
partially in the rectangle would be selected. The boundedBy
element of a feature is useful for answering queries of this type. If
the rectangle formed by a boundedBy query does not intersect
with the rectangle formed by a feature’s boundedBy element, the
feature is not the answer to the query. Conversely, if the viewbox
and the element do intersect, an extra calculation of the
intersection, which is computationally expensive, is performed
to calculate exact answers. We note that the standard XPath
syntax is unable to express such constraints, but we do provide an
example in Fig. 3.

Mixed constraints are combinations of the above constraints.
For example,

/Lanyu/Hydrology//Rivers//FootPrint[@id ¼ ‘‘6’’]

would select the feature whose id is 6 in the River layer. We will
provide more examples in the next subsection.

2.3. Processing GML documents by XQuery with geo-extension

libraries

We use the following scenario to demonstrate the capabilities
of the GML-native processors. Assume that Lanyu is being
lashed by a typhoon, which brings heavy rain and may cause
disasters.
A disaster response system needs to decide whether or not to
evacuate people who live in a flood-prone area to safe places via
certain paths. We use Lanyu’s map and (artificial) flood data
shown in Figs. 1 and 2, respectively, as our datasets. In this
example, the flood data can be obtained online from an external
Web Feature Service (Vretanos, 2005) server, and the data can be
used without any preprocessing or transformation.

Fig. 3 shows an XQuery expression that we need, and Fig. 4
details the (intermediate) returned query results. In Fig. 3, lines 2
and 3 declare two external function libraries, GML and Scalable
Vector Graphics (SVG) (Ferraiolo et al., 2003). We introduce SVG
in Section 4. The libraries are used to extend the capabilities of a
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Fig. 3. A GML XQuery expression.
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generic XQuery processor. Details are given in Section 3.3. The
GML library provides a set of geometric functions, such as
intersection, buffer, and queryByGeo; while the SVG library
provides a function call that transforms GML features into SVG
elements for visualization. The four functions declared in lines
4–7, 8–13, 14–17, and 18–21 select a flood-prone area, all
buildings, a river, and a road, as shown in Figs. 4(a), (b), (d), and
(e), respectively. Line 22 is the actual query instruction, which
selects some buildings that are in the flood-prone area. Two
buildings are selected, as shown in Fig. 4(c). People who is in the
buildings should evacuate to safe places.

Line 23 demonstrates a more complicated query, which can
also decide which path is safe for the people to take. First, the
intersection of the river and road is calculated, as shown in
Fig. 4(f). This intersection indicates there is a bridge that may
be damaged by the floods and thus cannot be used. Then, the
buffer function performs and returns a circle whose center is the
intersection point with a radius of 3000 m, as shown in Fig. 4(g).
Buildings located entirely or partially in the buffer zone are
selected, i.e., the three black dots in the big circle in Fig. 4(h). This
indicates a dangerous area where people need to be warned about
the danger or evacuated. In addition, we can use the river’s buffer
to select buildings that may be at risk. Line 24 describes the case,
and its result is shown in Fig. 4(i).
In practice, disaster response systems usually require several
types of data, such as a typhoon trajectory data, population data,
and transportation data, in order to make decisions. In the above
example, for the sake of simplicity, we only use the map and flood
data.
3. The XML/GML prefilter and GML-native processors

In this section, we first describe the XML/GML prefilter in
detail. We then discuss issues that related to its efficiency and
propose some optimization mechanisms.

3.1. Design rationale

As XML has been accepted as the standard for document
representation and exchange in the business, science, and
education domains, we envision that XML-encoded information
will increasingly emerge in various domains, and the size of XML
documents will become progressively larger. GML-tagged geos-
patial information is an example. Naturally, domain experts will
develop specialized processors that can support domain-specific
operations by adapting generic XML processors to manipulate
such XML-encoded information. GQuery is a good example.
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Fig. 4. Query results shown in SVG: (a) a flood-prone area, (b) all buildings, (c) buildings in a flood-prone area, (d) a river, (e) a road, (f) an intersection point, (g) a buffer, (h)

buildings in the buffer, and (i) buildings in the river’s buffer.
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It would be challenging to develop a universal platform or tool for
applications in various domains. Instead, it would make more
sense to design a ‘‘preprocessor’’ for such specialized XML-based
processors. This motivated us to design the XML prefilter, which is
positioned as an XML index engine. Our design complies with the
following characteristics: it is efficient, lightweight, small-scale,
minimal intrusive, and transparent (Huang et al., 2006b). Hence,
the prefilter is an inexpensive yet efficient way to enhance the
performance of XML-based processors.

In contrast, XML-native database systems are designed to
mimic database systems, but they specialize in manipulating
XML-encoded information. They usually provide full-fledged
functionalities similar to generic DBs. Undoubtedly, they are
efficient platforms for managing XML information. However, they
are too heavy weight and it is difficult to extend them to support
domain-specific operations.
5 http://jdbm.sourceforge.net/
6 http://sourceforge.net/projects/jsi/
7 http://www.cgal.org/
3.2. The XML/GML prefilter

In our previous work (Huang et al., 2005, 2006b), we presented
an XML prefilter, which approximately evaluates a user query
(expressed as an XPath) and refines the document into a smaller
candidate-set XML document by removing irrelevant fragments.
The refined document is then fed into an XPath processor to
derive exact answers. In this work, we improve the prefilter by
incorporating an index management module.

As shown in Fig. 5, the XML prefilter consists of five modules:
indexer, index manager (IM), query simplifier (QS), fast
lightweight steps-axes analyzer (FLISA), and fragment gatherer
(FG). First, in the indexing phase, the Indexer scans an XML
document and constructs indexes that are subsequently used by
FLISA to evaluate a user XPath expression. Each index record
represents an XML element. It comprises two fields: a name and a
position list. The value of the name field is either an element name
or an attribute name string; while the value of the position list is
an ordered list, in which each element is a tuple (start-tag offset,
end-tag offset, and height). These index records are stored in a
persistent BTree5 (Bayer, 1971) engine that is maintained by the
IM. In the prefiltering phase, the application issues an XPath query
to QS. After QS simplifies the query by removing uninformative
XPath steps (we discuss this point in Section 3.9), FLISA selects
candidate fragments by evaluating the simplified XPath query. We
describe the query evaluation process in detail in Section 3.7. The
fragments are gathered into a candidate-set XML document D0 by
FG. Then, the D0 is returned to the application to derive exact
answers.

We also develop a GML prefilter by extending the XML prefilter
to support the functionality of filtering geospatial information. We
present a bounded box indexing plug-in module (BBIPM ) which
indexes the bounded box of each geographic feature in a GML
document. Specifically, FLISA calculates the candidate geographic
features matched by structural constraints, while BBIPM computes
a set of candidate features, each of which is selected by an input
boundedBy constraint. The features that match both constraints
are returned as answers. Note that the bounded box index records
are stored in a persistent RTree6 (Guttman, 1984) engine managed
by the IM.
3.3. Geo-extension libraries

Since GML data is XML-based, it is natural to employ XML
processors to manipulate GML documents. XQuery (Boag et al.,
2007) is a powerful standard XML query language that provides a
rich set of elements, attributes, text data, and alphanumeric
operations. However, it cannot process geospatial information. To
fill this gap, a geo-extension library that provides geometric
operators is needed. Several such libraries are available, such as com-
putational geometry algorithms library (CGAL7) and JTS topology

http://jdbm.sourceforge.net/
http://sourceforge.net/projects/jsi/
http://www.cgal.org/
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Fig. 5. System architecture of our XML/GML prefilter.
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suite (JTS8). We use JTS because we employ a Java-based XQuery
processor in our work. Alternatively, one could use CGAL if a C=Cþþ
based XQuery processor, such as XQilla,9 is used.

JTS implements a core set of geospatial data operations,
geometric data models, and robust geometric algorithms,
but it lacks functionality for GML-to-SVG transformation that is
necessary in our work. Thus, we develop an extra GML-to-
SVG transformation library. XQuery-based processors are able
to dynamically link these extension libraries at run time.
Thus, the source code of the XQuery processor does not need to
be modified and recompiled. Streaming-based processors, how-
ever, require an extra code to use these libraries. Note that the
syntax of the geo-extension function libraries is the same as that
of the geospatial operators defined in (Corcoles and Gonzalez,
2001).

3.4. Integrating the XML/GML prefilter

We now explain how we integrate the XML/GML prefilter into
an XQuery processor. Assume that an input XQuery expression has
specified a target GML document and an XPath expression (see
Fig. 3 for a sample expression). The integration is simple. It can be
done by adding two instructions and modifying one of the original
instructions in the XQuery processor’s source code.

The original source code is as follows.
// Input: XQueryExpFile is an XQuery expression.

// It contains a target GML doc. and an XPath exp.

// Perform the XQuery processor with the XQuery exp.

doXQuery(XQueryExpFile);
8 http://sourceforge.net/projects/jts-topo-suite/
9 http://xqilla.sourceforge.net/
The modified source code is as follows.
// Input: XQueryExpFile is an XQuery expression.

// It contains a target GML doc. and an XPath exp.

// Instruction 1: Parse the XQuery expression

parseXQuery x ¼ new parseXQuery(XQueryExpFile);

// x contains the following information:

// x.xmldoc is the original doc.

// x.refinedDoc is the name of a candidate-set doc.

// x.XPE is an XPath exp. in the XQuery exp.

// x.BBox is the boundedBy box specified in the query.

// Instruction 2: Perform the GML prefilter.

new GMLPrefilter(x.xmldoc, x.refinedDoc, x.XPE, x.BBox);

// Instruction 3: Perform the XQuery processor

// with the new XQuery exp.

doXQuery(x.PFXQueryExp);
In Instruction 1, we first extract the XPath expression
and bounded box constraints (if any) from a user XQuery
expression. Then, in Instruction 2, we pass these query
constraints to the prefilter to generate a refined docu-
ment. Meanwhile, the query parser x creates a new XQuery
expression that directs to the refined document. Finally, in
Instruction 3, we just perform the query process with the new
generated query. Alternatively, the XML/GML prefilter can be used
as an external application. In this case, Instructions 1 and 2 are
incorporated into the application, so the XQuery processor’s
source code does not need to be modified at all. Again, we
emphasize that the XML/GML prefilter is designed as an index
engine for XML processors, and it can be integrated into (any) XML
processors easily.

http://sourceforge.net/projects/jts-topo-suite/
http://xqilla.sourceforge.net/
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Fig. 6. XPath evaluation.
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3.5. XQuery-based GML processors

The previous two sections detailed the technologies we need to
develop XQuery-based GML processors. We choose a Saxon Java
XQuery processor10 to implement three XQuery-based GML
processors: GeoXQuery, PF-GeoXQuery, and BBPF-GeoXQuery. GeoX-
Query only uses the geo-extension libraries, PF-GeoXQuery
cooperates with the XML/GML prefilter without BBIPM, and
BBPF-GeoXQuery cooperates with the XML/GML prefilter with
BBIPM.

3.6. Streaming-based GML processors

We also implement three streaming-based GML processors:
GeoSAX, PF-GeoSAX, and BBPF-GeoSAX. The technical details are
similar to those of the XQuery-based GML processors discussed in
the previous section. We just develop a simple streaming-based
query algorithm for them. GeoSAX only uses the geo-extension
libraries, the PF-GeoSAX cooperates with the XML/GML prefilter
without BBIPM, and the BBPF-GeoSAX cooperates with the
XML/GML prefilter with BBIPM.

3.7. Query evaluation

We now explain how the prefilter uses its indexes to evaluate
queries. The XPath query Q ¼ ‘‘ũ=axisHṽ’’ selects all ṽ type
elements that can be reached from ũ type elements (i.e., context
nodes) using the axis traversal method, e.g., by following the
parent, child, ancestor, or descendant axes. In the following, we
use U and V to refer to the nodes sets of types ũ and ṽ in an XML
document, respectively. In addition, we further use u and v to
denote nodes in U and V, respectively, i.e., u 2 U and v 2 V . Each
node has three attributes s, e, and h, which represent, respectively,
the start-tag offset, end-tag offset, and the height of the node in
the XML document. We use the notation u.s to denote the start-tag
offset of node u, and axisðU;VÞ to refer to a subset of nodes in V

that is selected by applying the axis traversal method to the set of
context nodes U. For example, childðU;VÞ returns a set of nodes
v 2 V , where each is a child node of some node u 2 U. We detail
the XPath evaluation in Fig. 6. Our current XML/GML prefilter
implementation is a proof of concept. At this stage, it does not
support all axes; however, it is possible to do so.

The XML/GML prefilter also supports the evaluation of multi-
ple XPath expressions. For each XPath expression, the prefilter
outputs a set of index records as results. The records indicate the
position of matched candidate fragments. Hence, the prefilter can
support multiple queries by simply memorizing all the index
records returned by each XPath expression.
10 http://saxon.sourceforge.net/
3.8. Estimating the efficiency of prefiltering

For queries that require access to a large portion of documents
in order to calculate exact answers, we cannot benefit by using the
queries to prefilter the documents. Therefore, it is crucial to
estimate the efficiency of prefiltering documents in order to
prevent useless prefiltering. The XML/GML prefilter can reduce
the run time of a query process if inequality (1) holds, where
QueryingðD;Q Þ refers to the run time when using a primitive GML
processor (i.e., GeoXQuery or GeoSAX) to query D using Q; PFðD;Q Þ

refers to the run time for prefiltering D using Q; and D0 refers to
the candidate-set document derived by prefiltering D using Q.

QueryingðD;Q ÞXPFðD;Q Þ þ QueryingðD0;Q Þ. (1)

Next, we detail the components involved in inequality (1). In
particular, we assume that the queries input to our GML-based
Web GISs are simple in the sense that QueryingðD;Q Þ is insensitive
to Q, and thus QueryingðD;Q Þ can be obtained from a priori
statistics. Previous research has shown that if Q is not compli-
cated, e.g., no backward axes or branches, QueryingðD;Q Þ can be
done by linear-time query algorithms (Gottlob et al., 2005).
Otherwise, it is quadratic-time process. As a result, we obtain the
following proportional relation between QueryingðD;Q Þ and
QueryingðD0;Q Þ:

QueryingðD;Q Þ : QueryingðD0;Q Þ ¼ jDj : jD0j, (2)

where jDj and jD0j refer to the size of documents D and D0,
respectively. Once Q is obtained, we can quickly estimate
prefiltering rate d ¼ jD0j=jDj because we represent XML nodes as
tuples (start-tag offset, end-tag offset, and height) in our index
scheme (see Section 3.2). The size (number of bytes) of a node can
be calculated by subtracting its start-tag offset from its end-tag
offset. Thus, we can compute jD0j approximately by summing the
size of selected candidate nodes. This calculation ignores the size
of path nodes (i.e., feature classes), since such nodes are usually
relatively small. The above discussions show that we can estimate
how much time we can save by prefiltering documents. If PFðD;Q Þ

is less than the difference between QueryingðD;Q Þ and
QueryingðD0;Q Þ, we can benefit by prefiltering document D.

We now analyze PFðD;Q Þ in detail. Prefiltering documents
involves the following steps: accessing indexes, evaluating Q using
the fetched index records, and generating D0. The query Q is
evaluated in the memory. Since its run time is relatively short, we
ignore it. The run time of accessing indexes correlates with the
number of indexes needed to evaluate Q. If Q is precise (i.e., Q goes
straight from the root to the target elements), it should be close to
a� d� jIDXj, where a and jIDXj refer to the average access time of
disk I/O on the indexes, and the total number of index records,
respectively. That is, we need to access d� jIDXj indexes, each of
which costs a to access. The run time of generating D0 is close to
b� d� jDj, where b refers to the average access time of disk I/O on

http://saxon.sourceforge.net/
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11 http://www.iis.sinica.edu.tw/�jashing/gmlgis/
12 http://www.iis.sinica.edu.tw/�jashing/dbgis/
13 http://www.iis.sinica.edu.tw/�jashing/gmlgis_pf/
14 http://www.carto.net/papers/svg/ogc_wms_integration/
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the file system. To sum up, we obtain PFðD;Q Þ � d�
ðajIDXj þ bjDj), where a and b can be obtained by a prior statistics,
and jIDXj can be obtained after the prefilter indexes D. Therefore,
once Q is specified, we can estimate PFðD;Q Þ. Consequently, the
performance improvement of using the prefilter can be computed
approximately.

From inequality (1), we derive some ideas about how to
improve the XML/GML prefilter. We discuss them in the following
subsections.

3.9. Accelerating prefiltering

In our experience, prefiltering a document can take over 90% of
the time in a query process. There are two possible reasons for
this: the generated candidate-set document is quite small, or the
XML/GML prefilter works inefficiently. The first case depends on
how ‘‘narrow’’ a user query is. If the query returns a small portion
of the document, a GML-native processor can calculate exact
answers very quickly. For the second case, we have to improve the
performance of the prefilter. To accelerate the prefiltering process,
we let the prefilter simplify an input XPath expression by
removing its uninformative steps. For example, considering the
GML document in Fig. 1, if the River elements only appear as
descendants of the Hydrology element, the following query

/Lanyu/Hydrology/HydrologyMembers/River/River-

Members/FootPrint

can be simplified to

//River//FootPrint

and still return the correct results. For this simplified query, we
only need to access the indexes for the two types of elements,
rather than those of the six types of elements in the original
query. This saves time.

Here we explain how to identify uninformative steps in
XPath queries. For a query Q ¼ ‘‘==p=childHc’’, we use the notation
spðcÞ, where 0pspðcÞp1, to represent the information value
of step p with respect to step c. We define spðcÞ ¼ 1�
freqðp=childHcÞ=freqðcÞ, where freqðp=childHcÞ and freqðcÞ denote,
respectively, the number (or frequency) of elements returned by
queries of ‘‘==p=childHc’’ and ‘‘//c’’ in an XML document D. If p

contains some information, i.e., spðcÞ40, it will select a portion of
c elements. Conversely, if it does not contain any information, i.e.,
spðcÞ ¼ 0, it will select all c elements. In this case, p can be
removed from Q and still obtain the same query results.
Otherwise, removing p, spðcÞ40, may incur a penalty, i.e.,
retrieving larger candidate-set XML documents. Note that the
frequency information can be calculated in the indexing stage of
the prefilter process and stored in a summary table (Aboulnaga
et al., 2001). Thus, the information value of a step can be obtained
by looking up the summary rapidly.

Apart from the information value of steps, we also take the
evaluation cost into account when simplifying XPath steps. To
evaluate the query Q ¼ ‘‘==p=childHc’’, we need to fetch the
numbers freqðpÞ and freqðp=childHcÞ of p and c types of nodes,
respectively, in the XML document D, and then calculate their
parent-child relationships. We use the notation opðcÞ, where
0popðcÞp1, to represent the evaluation cost of step p with
respect to step c. We define opðcÞ ¼ freqðpÞ þ freqðp=childHcÞ=jDj.
That is, the larger the values of freqðpÞ and freqðp=childHcÞ, the
higher the cost of evaluating Q would be.

We consider removing uninformative or costly steps from the
queries. For example, we can remove step p if the value of
spðcÞ=opðcÞ is smaller than a threshold y. The higher the y we
choose, the lower the cost of evaluating simplified queries will be.
However, this increases the size of a candidate-set document.
Obviously, there is a tradeoff between the cost of prefiltering
documents and the size of the resulted candidate-set documents.
Here, we suggest choosing a threshold that yields smaller
candidate-set documents.

3.10. Caching prefiltering results

In the best case, if PFðD;Q Þ � 0, we can achieve a significant
ð1=dÞ-fold performance improvement, where 1=d ¼ jDj=jD0jX1, in
a query process. This can be accomplished by caching candidate-
set XML documents. Standard XML processors do not support
caching mechanisms, but our prefilter can perform this function
for them. If the current query returns the same candidate-set (or
subset) as those of a prior query, the candidate-set of the prior
query can be immediately fed into a GML-native processor to
calculate exact answers. Specifically, we associate each (simpli-
fied) query and its candidate-set document with a signature, e.g., a
hash code. The prefilter first looks up its query pool to check
whether or not a signature of the given query exists. If a signature
exists, the prefilter just returns the candidate-set document that is
associated with the signature. Otherwise, the query is new. In our
experiments, we observed that, for some queries, prefiltering
documents was much more expensive than calculating exact
answers. For such queries, caching prefiltering results is extremely
useful.
4. A prototype of a GML-based Web GIS

Fig. 7 shows a snapshot of a prototype of a GML-based Web
GIS11 with the query results returned by the instruction in line 23
in Fig. 3. The system is adapted from a DB-driven Web GIS12 by
replacing the DB with our BBPF-GeoXQuery processors.13

We divide the process of a Web GIS into five steps: storage,
indexing (optional), querying, Web-lization, and visualization.
Fig. 8 depicts the components of a DB-driven Web GIS and those
of a GML-based Web GIS for comparison. Our objective in the
paper is to develop geo-extension libraries and an XML/GML
prefilter for a generic XQuery processor, and use them to realize
GML-based Web GISs.

At the client side, the user interface is an SVG-based map
browser. SVG (Ferraiolo et al., 2003) is an XML-based 2D graphics
markup language that is being used increasingly for vector,
lossless, and Web graphics. The client-side map browser renders
SVG-marked up 2D geometric shapes, which are transformed
from the GML-marked up geographic features retrieved by a
server-side GML-native processor. The SVG-based map browser
provides map navigation functionalities, such as panning, zoom-
ing in/out, and searching by geographic names. The SVG map can
be overlaid on raster images provided by Web map service (WMS)
(Beaujardiere, 2006). The client-side implementation of the SVG
map browser relies heavily on an existing open source SVG-based
Web-mapping system.14 The GML-based server-side implementa-
tion, however, is completely new and is the subject of this paper.
5. Performance analysis

In this section, we evaluate and compare the performance of
six GML processors and a DB-driven approach.

http://www.iis.sinica.edu.tw/~jashing/gmlgis/
http://www.iis.sinica.edu.tw/~jashing/gmlgis/
http://www.iis.sinica.edu.tw/~jashing/dbgis/
http://www.iis.sinica.edu.tw/~jashing/dbgis/
http://www.iis.sinica.edu.tw/~jashing/gmlgis_pf/
http://www.iis.sinica.edu.tw/~jashing/gmlgis_pf/
http://www.carto.net/papers/svg/ogc_wms_integration/
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Fig. 7. A snapshot of a prototype of a GML-based Web GIS with query results returned by the instruction in line 23 in Fig. 3.

Fig. 8. System architecture of (a) GML-based Web GISs and (b) DB-driven Web GISs.
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5.1. The experimental environment and datasets

Our experimental environment is an Intel Pentium-4 PC
running at 2.53 GHz with 1 GB DDR-RAM, a 120 GB EIDE hard
disk, and the MS Windows 2000 server OS. Our programs are
implemented in Java. We test the following six GML processors:
GeoXQuery, PF-GeoXQuery, BBPF-GeoXQuery, GeoSAX, PG-GeoSAX,
and BBPF-GeoSAX. We use two datasets: a 1.2 GB GML document
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Table 1
Characteristics of datasets.

Fields/Datasets Sinyi (S) Taipei (T)

Document size (MB) 152 1147

Document depth 15 15

# of XML nodes (counting all start-, end-tags, and text sections) 9,395,897 53,604,633

# of geographic features 211,192 1,893,692

Bounded box (minX, minY)–(maxX, maxY) (304,796, 2,766,898)–(309,577, 2,772,274) (294,400, 2,761,500)–(316,800, 2,789,600)

Time for building the DOM tree (s) 38 N/A

Memory usage of the DOM tree (MB) 1032 N/A

Time for parsing the document using Sun’s SAX parser (s) 9 67

Memory usage of parsing the document using Sun’s SAX parser (MB) 5 5

Time for building indexes using the XML/GML prefilter (s) 335 3381

Size of the index file in the XML/GML prefilter (MB) 114 999

Time for building the relation table in PostgreSQL server (s) 613 5831

Size of the relation table in PostgreSQL server (MB) 61 530

Table 2
Benchmark queries.

Feature

class

XPath expression Size of the fragments

FC1 /TGML/ThemeGroup/BuildingGroup/

BuildingMembers/Building/FootPrint

In Sinyi: 40 MB, in

Taipei: 206 MB

FC2 /TGML/ThemeGroup/EnergySupplyUtilityGroup/

EnergySupplyUtilityMembers/

EnergySupplyUtility/FootPrint

In Sinyi: 8 KB, in

Taipei: 28 KB

simFC1 //Building/FootPrint In Sinyi: 40 MB, in

Taipei: 206 MB

simFC2 //EnergySupplyUtility/FootPrint In Sinyi: 8 KB, in

Taipei: 28 KB

Predicate XPath expression with a predicate

P //FootPrint [@id ¼ ‘‘18749’’]

Viewbox Coordinates Range (m2)

V1 (294,400, 2,761,500)–(316,800, 2,789,600) 22,400 * 28,100

V2 (300,000, 2,767,100)–(309,775, 2,782,575) 9775 * 15,475

V3 (304,796, 2,766,898)–(309,577, 2,772,274) 4781 * 5376

V4 (305,991, 2,768,093)–(308,233, 2,770,930) 2242 * 2837
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(a map of Taipei city) and a 152 MB GML document (a map of Sinyi

area, a subset of the Taipei city document). The datasets are
transformed from SEF, a data exchange standard for topographic
maps in Taiwan, to GML. Details of SEF-to-GML and GML-to-SVG
transformation are given in Chang et al. (2003). Usually, a more
powerful machine is used to deal with such large datasets;
however, our setup and datasets are used for studying the
characteristics of the XML/GML prefilter and the server-side
system components.

Table 1 summarizes the characteristics as well as the run times
of parsing and indexing the above datasets. The machine we use is
just capable of accommodating the DOM tree of the Sinyi dataset,
but it cannot process the Taipei dataset. We apply Sun’s SAX
parser to stream the documents, and observe that it consumes
constant memory space and takes time linear to the document
size. We also compare the indexing performance of the prefilter
and the PostgreSQL server. Although the prefilter builds indexes
more efficiently, it consumes much more disk space because it
uses a non-optimized persistent BTree and RTree implementation.
We note that all XML/GML elements of the documents are
indexed. The size of indexes is reduced to approximately 12% of
the original document size, if we ignore uninteresting GML
elements that are useful for interpreting the geometry of
geographic information, but not for querying. The performance
numbers reported in this paper do not take the cost of building
the indexes into account.

In addition, we use queries of structural constraints, predicate
constraints, boundedBy constraints, and mixed constraints, as
presented in Table 2, to assess the performance of the six
processors. For example, the query FC1 selects all buildings. The
above query constraints are the same as those in (Huang et al.,
2006a). The queries simFC1 and simFC2 are simplified versions of
FC1 and FC2, respectively. We use them to evaluate the
performance improvement obtained by simplifying the queries.

For comparison, we implement a DB-driven approach as
follows. We use PostgreSQL 8.2 server with PostGIS 1.2 to store
the geographic features extracted from a GML document in one
relational table. We use one table for each dataset because we
want to make a fair comparison. Each feature in the table contains
a unique numeric ID (an auto-generated integer), a feature ID (i.e.,
the id attribute of the FootPrint element), the feature class (e.g.,
river, road, and building), a feature class id, and binary-encoded
geometry (named as geom). To query the table, a Java-based
client-side program is implemented. It transfers benchmark
queries into SQL expressions, evaluates those expressions, and
saves the results in a file. The SQL expression contains FC1 and V4

query constraints in Table 2 is as follows.
SELECT id, geom FROM Sinyi WHERE geom && setSRID(

‘‘BOX3D(305991 2768093, 308233 2770930)’’Hbox3d,-1) and

fclass ¼ ‘‘Building’’
We explain the SQL expression here. The expression will return
the feature ID and the geometry of a set of selected features from
the Sinyi dataset. Each selected feature must satisfy 1) its
bounding box intersects (i.e., the && operator) the bounding box
specified by BOX3D (i.e., the V4 constraint); and 2) its feature class
is building (i.e., the FC1 constraint). Note that the SRID specifies
the projection of the BOX3D. In our implementation, we set its
value to -1, which indicates no specified SRID. The run time and
memory consumption are reported in Tables 3 and 4, respectively.
In both tables, the benchmark queries are denoted by the
identifiers of the query constraints in Table 2 separated by ‘‘&’’.
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Table 3
Execution time (seconds).

Datasets Taipei

Methods/Queries V1 V2 FC1&V1 FC2&V1 FC1&V2 FC2&V2 P

DB-driven 380 179 130 129 96 4 0

GeoXQuery N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A

BBPF-GeoXQuery N/A N/A N/A 15 N/A 10 93

PF-GeoXQuery N/A N/A N/A 2 N/A 2 112

GeoSAX 1276 1129 432 192 409 194 400

BBPF-GeoSAX 2390 2351 161 14 150 12 92

PF-GeoSAX 2942 2299 313 1 290 1 94

Sinyi

Methods/Queries V3 V4 FC1&V3 FC2&V3 FC1&V4 FC2&V4 P

DB-driven 33 13 26 4 10 4 0

GeoXQuery N/A N/A 115 22 116 21 42

BBPF-GeoXQuery N/A 66 91 3 57 2 24

PF-GeoXQuery N/A N/A 87 1 52 1 33

GeoSAX 203 168 46 58 49 57 50

BBPF-GeoSAX 276 263 21 3 21 2 19

PF-GeoSAX 241 190 65 1 50 1 20

Table 4
Memory consumption (MB).

Datasets Taipei

Methods/Queries V1 V2 FC1&V1 FC2&V1 FC1&V2 FC2&V2 P

DB-driven 1016 725 150 2 150 2 2

GeoXQuery N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A

BBPF-GeoXQuery N/A N/A N/A 152 N/A 81 128

PF-GeoXQuery N/A N/A N/A 5 N/A 5 20

GeoSAX 5 5 5 5 5 5 5

BBPF-GeoSAX 567 421 239 113 156 75 153

PF-GeoSAX 487 487 115 5 115 5 20

Sinyi

Methods/Queries V3 V4 FC1&V3 FC2&V3 FC1&V4 FC2&V4 P

DB-driven 148 50 28 2 10 2 2

GeoXQuery N/A N/A 1033 1033 1033 1033 1033

BBPF-GeoXQuery N/A 61 30 30 27 12 29

PF-GeoXQuery N/A N/A 628 5 515 5 8

GeoSAX 5 5 5 5 5 5 5

BBPF-GeoSAX 72 66 29 31 26 13 31

PF-GeoSAX 50 30 13 5 13 5 8

Table 5
Performance results of evaluating original and simplified queries.

Query Execution

time (s)

Memory

consumption (MB)

Execution

time (s)

Memory

consumption (MB)

Dataset Sinyi Sinyi Taipei Taipei

FC1 8.10 60.66 199.82 280.36

simFC1 1.75 12.74 10.63 68.74

FC2 6.55 50.14 166.72 226.35

simFC2 0.07 5.18 0.08 51.77
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If a processor runs out of memory and cannot finish a query, we
report ‘‘N/A’’. Note that, in order to verify the query results, all the
results are saved to a file. Thus, the cost of disk I/O has been
included in the run time. All the numbers reported are the average
of five runs.
5.2. Experiment results

The performance results show that the DB-driven approach
outperforms the primitive GML processors on most queries. It
performs more efficiently and uses less memory space. However,
after applying the prefilter, the enhanced GML-native processors
(BBPF-GeoSAX) perform as well as the DB-driven approach on
many queries. The performance improvement depends to a large
extent on the amount of data matched by a query. If a query
selects a small portion of documents, prefiltering the documents
can achieve several ten-fold performance improvement. As a
result, the enhanced GML-native processors perform as well as
the DB-driven approach. In contrast, for queries that select a
large portion of documents, prefiltering the documents incurs
some overhead. For example, queries that contain boundedBy or
FC1 constraints are such cases. Regarding memory consump-
tion, we observe that the prefilter also reduces memory
consumption for XQuery-based GML processors. However, it is
not the case for SAX-based GML processors. It is worth mentioning
that for queries that contain P or FC2 constraints, the prefilter
can take over 90% of time and memory to refine a document in a
query process.

5.3. Performance analysis of the optimized XML/GML prefilter

We now report the performance results obtained by enabling
the optimization mechanisms of the prefilter. First, Table 5
compares the performance results of the original queries, FC1

and FC2, with those of the simplified queries, simFC1 and simFC2.
In these cases, the simplified queries return exactly the same
query results as the original queries. By simplifying the queries,
the prefilter achieves a 5-fold performance improvement in the
run time and memory consumption. We also observe that the cost
of accessing the indexes and evaluating parent–child relationships
among retrieved indexes is higher for a large dataset than that for
a small dataset. In such cases, simplifying a query is particularly
useful.

Second, we observe that the caching mechanism can improve
the performance substantially. In many test queries, the cost of
prefiltering documents is more expensive than that of calculating
exact answers from the candidate-set documents. The caching
mechanism is able to skip the prefiltering process if the same
query is specified. Tables 6 and 7 report the results. With this
caching mechanism, the enhanced GML-native processors can
outperform the DB-driven approach.

5.4. Characteristics analysis

Understanding the characteristics of the GML-native proces-
sors and the prefilter is useful for choosing proper technical
designs when developing GML-based Web GISs. According to the
results we present above, we observe several characteristics.
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Table 6
Execution time (seconds): enabling a caching mechanism.

Datasets Taipei

Methods/Queries V1 V2 FC1&V1 FC2&V1 FC1&V2 FC2&V2 P

BBPF-GeoXQuery N/A N/A N/A 4 N/A 1 N/A

PF-GeoXQuery N/A N/A N/A 1 N/A 1 1

BBPF-GeoSAX 25 34 26 55 27 1 1

PF-GeoSAX 25 34 25 54 25 1 2

Datasets Sinyi

Methods/Queries V3 V4 FC1&V3 FC2&V3 FC1&V4 FC2&V4 P

BBPF-GeoXQuery N/A 9 77 0 49 0 1

PF-GeoXQuery N/A N/A 75 1 47 1 1

BBPF-GeoSAX 10 13 9 3 12 2 0

PF-GeoSAX 9 12 9 1 11 1 0

Table 7
Memory consumption (MB): enabling a caching mechanism.

Datasets Taipei

Methods/Queries V1 V2 FC1&V1 FC2&V1 FC1&V2 FC2&V2 P

BBPF-GeoXQuery N/A N/A N/A 3 N/A 3 3

PF-GeoXQuery N/A N/A N/A 3 N/A 3 3

BBPF-GeoSAX 5 5 5 5 5 5 5

PF-GeoSAX 5 5 5 5 5 5 5

Datasets Sinyi

Methods/Queries V3 V4 FC1&V3 FC2&V3 FC1&V4 FC2&V4 P

BBPF-GeoXQuery N/A 268 238 3 43 3 3

PF-GeoXQuery N/A N/A 238 3 52 3 3

BBPF-GeoSAX 5 5 5 5 5 5 5

PF-GeoSAX 5 5 5 5 5 5 5
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�
 Compared to the XQuery-based GML processors, the SAX-based
GML processors are more suitable for dealing with simple
queries of large documents since they consume relatively less
memory.

�
 The XML/GML prefilter is useful for both types of GML

processors. For XQuery-based GML processors, the prefilter
reduces the run time and memory consumption. On the other
hand, it reduces the run time, but increases the memory
consumption for SAX-based GML processors.

�
 Prefiltering documents can be expensive. The decision about

whether or not to use the prefilter depends on how large the
candidate-set document will be. Thus, it is necessary to
estimate the efficiency of prefiltering a document, as we
described in Section 3.8.

�

15 http://exist.sourceforge.net/
16 http://monetdb.cwi.nl/XQuery/
The BBIPM provides the prefilter with an efficient way to filter
out uninteresting geographic features if a boundedBy con-
straint is used. Since the footprint of a geographic feature may
have hundreds of coordinates, it may take up to hundreds of
kilo-bytes. Thus, not assessing unnecessary features would
greatly reduce disk access time.
�
 If we apply query simplification and the caching mechanisms
to the prefilter, the enhanced GML-based Web GIS outperforms
the DB-driven Web GIS on most queries.
6. Discussion

We discuss two issues that arise in developing GML-based Web
GISs: updating XML/GML documents, and the representation (i.e.,
structure) of GML documents.

W3C extends the XQuery language to support the updating
facility (Chamberlin et al., 2008), which provides expressions to
make persistent changes to instances of the XQuery 1.0 and XPath
2.0 data model. However, updating XML/GML documents is
generally expensive, since generic XML processors need to output
the whole DOM tree from the main memory to file systems.
Furthermore, any updating of documents would result in the need
to rebuild the indexes if the XML/GML prefilter is involved. In
contrast, DB-driven GISs store all information in tables; thus,
updating operations can be inexpensive because they do not need
to refer to or affect the whole document. The query results form
another temporal table, which can then be transformed into
XML/GML formats for exchange. In such systems, the generated
XML/GML documents usually have a table-like structure. This
type of document is called data-centric information. On the other
hand, some applications express information in less regular
(or irregular) structures; this is called document-centric informa-
tion. Using DBs in such systems may be unsuitable. For example,
we investigate matching structural patterns in an XML-tagged
linguistic corpus in the natural language processing domain
(Huang et al., 2004). In our experience, it is necessary to expend
significant effort to map the document structures into relational
data models. We found that XML is more natural and can deal
with such document-centric information more easily.

Our suggestion to the problem of updating XML/GML docu-
ments is to separate frequently changed information from more
stationary geographic information, and then merge the informa-
tion later. This is a significant limitation when using GML-based
GISs. So far, we have not worked out an efficient way to update
XML/GML documents and their indexes incrementally. Further
studies on this topic are needed.

There are several XML-native database systems, such as
eXist-db15 and MonetDB/XQuery.16 The former is built entirely
on XML technologies, while the latter is built based on a DB. Our
approach and these systems are the same in that they all integrate
indexing engines into XQuery processors. The compared systems
provide a DB-like environment to manipulate XML documents;
thus, they are usually much heavier than our approach, which
focuses on extending generic XML processors by providing a
lightweight indexing scheme. Nevertheless, XML-native database
systems are potentially extensible to support geographic informa-
tion and realize GML-based Web GISs.

We now discuss the structures (i.e., schemes) of GML
documents further. As real world phenomena are naturally
complicated, GML should be superior to relational data models
in terms of conveying the real structures of geographic features.
Depending on the purpose of applications, one may want to
organize geographic information to comply with some geographic
categorization systems or ontologies in order to support domain
knowledge. The representations of interrelations among geo-
graphic information can provide semantic understanding of the
information and thus improve the discovery and use of such
information (Raskin and Pan, 2005). For example, by consulting

http://exist.sourceforge.net/
http://monetdb.cwi.nl/XQuery/
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the ontologies and finding synonyms, the related information can
be located without the need for an exact keyword match.

Here we present an alternative way to represent geographic
features. Specifically, we can query the features by matching
document structures, instead of performing geometric operations.
Assume that river features are children nodes of city features in a
schema. We are interested in querying the cities that a river
(whose ID is 8) passes through. We can identify the cities by
evaluating the document structure by using the XPath query ‘‘//
city[./river[@id ¼ ‘‘8’’]]’’. The traditional way to do this is to
perform geospatial intersection operations on the geometry of the
river and all cities. This simple example shows a different way to
manipulate geographic information via document structures.
Such structural matching operations are novel in the sense that
GML technologies are applied to develop GISs.

There are a few categorization systems that we may use to
represent geographic features. One is the feature type thesaurus
used in Alexandria Digital Library Gazetteer.17 The thesaurus
provides a set of terms for categorizing geographic places, and can
be viewed as a set of templates for organizing (and searching) such
places. Another example is the ontologies used on the semantic web
for search and environmental terminology (SWEET) project (Raskin
and Pan, 2005), which provides a semantic framework for various
Earth science initiatives. More geographic ontologies and their
comparison are detailed in Kavouras et al. (2005).

To sum up, the rapid development of XML/GML technologies
has opened up opportunities for GIS communities to design new
(or complementary) GISs, which enable geo-scientists to easily
manage geographic information in a form that supports their
domain knowledge.
7. Conclusion

In this paper, we enable current XML processors to support the
processing of geospatial information encoded in GML, and also
address the performance issue of using XML/GML-native technologies
to manipulate large GML documents. To improve the performance of
XML/GML-native processors, we developed an XML/GML prefilter.
Our experiment results show that by employing the enhanced XML/
GML-native processors in a GML-based Web GIS, the GIS perform as
well as a DB-driven Web GIS. The implications of our work are that
XML/GML-native technologies are capable of playing key roles in
developing GML-based Web GISs, where geographic information is
stored and manipulated in GML documents.

Apart from the technical contributions, we also discuss some
advantages and novel perspectives of the use of GML as the core of
GISs. As GML application schemes can be quite complicated and,
at the same time, reveal a lot of structural information about
documents, geo-scientists can easily manage geographic informa-
tion in a form that supports their domain knowledge. This
representation provides semantic understanding of the informa-
tion, and thus improves the use of the information. We believe
that more novel perspectives for developing GML-based GISs can
be discovered, but this requires more research effort and
experience in GML-based application design and implementation.
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